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White
Good Evening.  
Tonight: all the colours of the rainbow, and a few more besides.  You've been telling us what you see, even when, technically, you don't. 

And born blind, gone blind.  Which is better?  We'll be having a stab at answering one of the great unanswerable questions. 
 
First though, Chris Markiewicz has brought his shopping in.  So what have you got Chris? 

Markiewicz
Ahh yes hello Peter, I’ve come in with a little bit of shopping that I bought from one of our leading supermarkets, I’m sure everybody’s familiar with Waitrose.  And I particularly enjoy a bit of cake, I don’t know about you Peter, but I do like a piece of cake.  And yes I’ve brought in, first of all, a nice chocolate brownie fudge cake, which looks gorgeous, no problem there.  And another cake where – oh goodness – I have no idea what kind of cake it is.  

White
Right.  Now there’s nothing wrong with the products, it’s the packaging that’s tricky.  Just explain why you got in touch with us.

Markiewicz
Right, well I was visiting my local Waitrose a few weeks ago and I wanted to buy a cake to take home and I picked up a package up off the shelf in the supermarket and it had written on it four rich and fruity and then underneath it I couldn’t read what was written underneath it. 

White
So you didn’t know what the rich and fruity were basically?

Markiewicz
No, no but rich and fruity lovely but I had no idea what it was and just felt well this is crazy because what it apparently was was that the writing that actually describes the product was white writing on a yellow background, in other words virtually zero contrast.

White
And this is a change to the packaging that you’d encountered in Waitrose in the past?

Markiewicz
Yeah, I can’t sort of put a specific timeframe on it but it is something that’s recent, I’ve seen it on things like cooked meats, I’ve seen it on other products.  And on this particular – I mean I kind of took a stab at it and took the product to the till and I had to ask the cashier what it was before I actually paid for it.

White
Just explain what the problem in terms of colour contrast is.

Markiewicz
It’s a light colour on a light colour.  I actually took a photograph of a box and showed it to various people and even those who were sighted or had half decent sight said well I’m having difficulty reading this let alone you Chris.  It may not just be people with visual impairments, it may be elderly people whose eyesight is starting to fade, it may be people who may not happen to have their reading glasses with them, how do they spot this?  Whereas some of their other packaging, to be fair, is marvellous.  So the chocolate brownie cake, which is what I’ve got to live off, as opposed to whatever this cake is that I’ve got in my hand, is great because it’s white writing on a dark brown background.

White
And just explain your kind of eyesight and what – therefore what are difficult colour contrasts.

Markiewicz
Yeah well I in fact have retinitis pigmentosa, RP, the main symptoms – as many people listening will know – is restricted peripheral vision, restricted vision in low light but also I personally find contrast quite challenging and even with reading glasses it is difficult.  I can still thankfully read things like newsprint because it is black on white and the contrast supports that.  However, a larger piece of writing is if the contrast isn’t there then it’s just a blur, it’s a confusion to me.

White
Now we contacted Waitrose, they said they couldn’t provide anyone to talk on this week’s programme but they have promised to review this aspect of their packaging and we’ve said we want to know the results of such a review.  What would you like to see companies do, given the fact that people have differing visual needs, what would they do that would work for everyone?

Markiewicz
I know it sounds really simplistic but clear labelling.  And wise use of contrast.  It can become an own goal because if I become increasingly frustrated shopping in that particular store then I’m very likely to visit another supermarket where I find it an easier experience.

White
Chris Markiewicz, thanks very much for coming in, and you can leave the cake if you like.

Markiewicz
Thank you.

White
Now we've had a huge response to Damon Rose's column last week, in which he explained that total blindness for him, definitely didn't mean darkness: more a permanent lightshow. To say it struck a chord is an understatement, a chord which reverberated even more when Damon's thoughts made it onto last Sunday's Pick of the Week. You've been telling us what you see. Here's just a small selection, starting with John Wing. 

Listeners’ descriptions 
I describe it as having hundreds of thousands of dimly flashing lights with occasional halo effects and sometimes areas that are completely banked with flares, similar to the effect created by a photographic flash.

I have no light perception at all but what I can see out of my left eye all the time are thousands and thousands of black and yellow dots.  I believe they’re called floaters.  There’s also different shapes and lots of different colours – green, white, blue, red, black…

Obviously with two prosthetic eyes I can’t see.  The left one, removed 47 years ago, has always felt as if I saw a lovely soft yellow sunny day.  And while I still had the right one I never thought about it much.  After surgery, however, I got quite interested when the right space went white.  Now it can be either white or yellow too.  If I stand in my very bright kitchen in the afternoon and the sun is shining in the window I could swear I see it…

Ever since losing my sight at the age of about 25 I live in permanent bright light.  At first I was forever going to turn lights off, only to find they weren’t on and when I moved about at night I would swear that the room was full of the brightest sunlight.  The downside is though that I have globs of dazzling groups of lights constantly swirling around in front of me, which I do seem to be able to control vaguely.  I can make them swirl in different directions if I concentrate hard enough.  Sometimes I can pass time by playing with them, sometimes they just plain get on my nerves and sometimes I can ignore them.

I have restless imagery continually of many circles which started with a white circle with a bit missing.  Also squares, parts of squares, checks and abstract shapes that can come from anywhere.  Sometimes I have words but they are a complete jumble and don’t form a sentence. I now have a red disc which is the only colour that I am able to see.  The disc is sometimes hard edged and sometimes diffused.  My lights are only ever bright white and I would so love to see some colours.

I usually have pastel colours in pink, green, yellow and lately blue.  Often with a shimmering effect.  At other times it can be quite bright with a lot of white.  A favourite is a golden sphere made up of the lines of latitude and longitude on a globe open in the centre.  And the strangest is playing cards!  I get them occasionally as if being thrown face up very quickly, spread along the bottom right edge of my vision.  They’re mostly picture cards which I can identify with the number one sometimes where I can tell the value and colour.  Part of the strangeness is that I haven’t played cards for about 40 years.

White
And those pictures on the radio came from John Sinclair, Mrs E. Flint, someone just calling themselves Shell, Sue Marshall, Anne Cosgrove and John Wing.  Our thanks to all who got in touch.  And many of you also made it clear you were interested in our pursuing one of those age-old questions we get asked on the bus or the train - do you dream in colour, have you been blind all your life, to which the answer is, of course, not yet.  And that perennial inquiry, which is better - to be born blind, or to go blind later in life. 

Well we've skirted round the obvious reply many, probably most, would give - I'd rather not have been blind at all, thank you very much - and presented it as a straight, non-negotiable fact of life. I’ve spoken with two people separately - Ken Reid, who lost his sight in his late 30s, gone blind, and Lyndall Bywater, just out of her late 30s, born blind. 

Bywater
There’s no sense for me that life would be in any way more complete if I had sight.  I never have that experience of thinking I used to be able to do this and now I can’t.  I never have that experience of thinking oh if only I could do what I used to do or see what I used to see.  I mean I always put it like this – you know people say to me but don’t you miss the fact that you can’t see a fabulous sunset or something like that and I always say – well, do you miss the fact that you’ve never experienced an ice storm on Mars.  To which the response is normally a fairly blank kind of well no.  And that’s my point.  I’ve got no doubt that an ice storm on Mars would be a fantastic and exciting thing to experience with all the right equipment of course but the whole point is we don’t miss it because it’s so far from our current everyday experience and for me I don’t miss the sight of a spectacular landscape or something like that because it simply doesn’t feature in my reality as something you’d necessarily want or need to be able to see.

Reid
I think having the memory allows me to apply that to certain things.  So one of my greatest hobbies is hill walking, my partner and I go up into the hills in Scotland regularly.  A couple of weeks ago we were up in the snowy wastes of mid-Scotland and I can picture that, I know that the snow was white and the trees, which are all skeletal, are really black against that and then the sky is the colour of blue that you can’t describe but I can picture it because I remember it.  And so I can go there and I can get that aesthetic appeal from it even though I can no longer see it.  So that’s kind of the big aesthetic part that I think is very beneficial.  There’s also a kind of practical end to that as well that I can sit in the passenger seat of a car and I can give somebody directions because I can tell them when you see that big church on the corner – because I remember the big church was there, I’ve seen that and I’ve driven – I used to drive so I can remember what the sort of landmarks were that motorists use and I can relate that kind of memory – visual memory – into their language.

Bywater
I can certainly see various situations where it’s easier to have a common language with sighted people, so to be able to describe things.  But to be honest you learn language, I’ve learnt about language over all of my life.  And I would say equally that there are plenty of things that I can’t explain to sighted people because they don’t get it because they don’t know what it’s like to be blind.  So I think in some senses the language learning goes both ways.  I do have a very visual mind, which I find very ironic – I think greatly in terms of pictures, I think greatly in terms of – I can see a little bit of colour – so I think greatly in terms of colour and things like that.  And I think that’s the way my brain is wired as much as anything else, I’m the kind of person, I have synaesthesia so I connect colours to every letter of the alphabet and things like that.  And I think for me that’s been very important to me but I would not say that it helps me particularly in being part of the sighted world because I can’t see, so it never replaces or in any way eases that side of things for me I suppose.

White
What do you think people born blind are missing that you have?

Reid
The scale of things, perspective.  So thinking about a tree, for example, I know what a tree looks like from the ground right up to the tip of a hundred foot tall oak tree, if they go to a hundred foot, but way beyond what you can reach to get a sense of the size and shape and perspective of a tree.  But I’ve got that from memory and I can understand that but you can’t climb all over a tree and get a tactile sense of it, you can feel a model of a tree but that’s not feeling a tree.  And so I think I get that kind of greater awareness of what these kind of objects look like.

Bywater
I’ve got no doubt whatsoever that if you want to be a very square peg in a very square sighted world then it’s absolutely wonderful to have been able to see in order to match up to what people expect of you or to do the things that people think you should do or to look the way people think you should look etc.  But I cannot tell you how liberating it is to simply not have any of those conventions impressed upon you.  One of the things I often say to people is can you imagine what it is like to have no idea what ugly means – I don’t have any sense whatsoever of whether I or something else is ugly because that’s a very sighted concept.  So for me there’s no such thing.  For me everything just is what it is. 

White
There’s another suggestion that – and that is that it’s harder to present ourselves in what you might call a sighted friendly way and I’m thinking now in terms of eye contact of course, facing people, looking directly at people – all that sort of thing.

Bywater
Those are all the kind of social conventions and I think one of the things I love about being naturally blind, for want of a better word, is that the world needs to bend slightly to me.  I don’t think that’s ever a bad thing, not because it’s me but because I’m somebody slightly different and I think the world rather needs a bunch of us who don’t easily fit in order to learn that humanity is a vast and a wonderful and a varied and a complex thing.  And I rather like the fact that I don’t always do things the way a sighted person would and I tend to try and stick to that rather than conform too much.

Reid
From me having had sight I can do eye contact, even though I can’t see their eyes.  People often say when they’re sitting opposite me talking to me they wouldn’t know I was blind from the way that I engage with them because I’ve learnt to use my face and to engage with people and I know with lots of born blind people who I’ve met they’re much more likely to turn their ear to you than their eye to you, unless they’ve really been trained very well not to because they want to hear you.  They’ve no need to see you so their engagement then appears to be a little bit odd to the sighted world and then people will respond to that in a particular way that might recognise that oddity.  Whereas if I engage with them with eye contact then I’m engaging on the basis they understand and they’re used to and they engage with me more readily.  I’ve observed and noted people will position themselves in a conversation, trying to engage with a group, and getting the dynamics of that group functioning and if you’ve never seen groups of people engaging then I do experience people putting themselves in the wrong place, orientating themselves in a difficult way that it comes across as unusual to people who are used to working in a sighted world.  It’s probably less unusual if you’re spending your time engaging in – just with people who’ve got some sort of sight loss and always have had, whereas if you want to engage with the sighted world then I think it’s quite important that we engage with them in terms that they feel comfortable with.

Bywater
They have to allow for me looking completely the wrong direction if they want to carry on having the conversation with me.  Or else of course they’re very welcome to turn me round.  I was doing a talk recently and I was pointing about 35 degrees in the wrong direction and there was a great big debate at the front of the hall as to whether they told me that I was doing that and it was causing some problems to people on the right hand side of the room who I wasn’t facing properly.  And eventually someone just had the nerve to say do you know what I think she would just like us to tell her, so they stopped me and they told me and I was completely fine with that because I don’t mind which way I’m facing.  But I think this whole idea that I should feel guilty because I’ve not got it right or that I should feel in some way that I’ve missed something because I’ve not got it right, that doesn’t feature for me, if you want me to point a different way tell me to point a different way.  That’s absolutely fine.

White
And what effect do you think that might have – that oddness of reaction?

Reid
I think people are wary, if they are getting an unusual response they would be wary even not know exactly how to deal with that person.  They might even think the person isn’t paying them any attention because they’re not getting facial engagement, the conversation will kind of dry up more rapidly than it might be with somebody who’s giving you facial expressions.  So it’s not just about turning face towards and having eye contact but it’s using your whole face to express your feelings at that time.  Some born blind people will have learnt that but lots that I’ve met haven’t.

White
And do you think that has an effect on people’s judgement of you as a person, of your performance, maybe of your intelligence?

Reid
Probably, that’s me judging them judging me but I suspect so yes.  I don’t say that they’re right to do so but I suspect they do.

White
How do you think people who have seen and now can’t, how do you think they view themselves as blind people?

Bywater
I think if you’ve lost your sight you’re far more aware in an uncomfortable way of the fact that you’d like to be something that you’re not or the fact that you’d like to give an impression that it’s now more difficult to give because you are blind.  And I notice that angst in people, not everybody and I think lots of people have made good work at getting over that but I do find that sometimes and I don’t find that, on the whole, in the born blind community.

Reid
I can’t put myself into the position of somebody who’s saying that they can’t miss what they’ve never had.  I know that I value what I did have and what it’s left me with.  So the experiences I’ve had in my life, as I say, I drove a car, and that was a great experience, I enjoyed doing that, I rode a solo bicycle and I enjoyed doing that.  And I miss it and I guess if you’ve never had it you can’t miss it in the same way but I can also relate to it.  So it’s a bundle of the experiences of life that I’ve been able to file away that if you’ve never had the opportunity you will never have filed that away.

White
Ken Reid and Lyndall Bywater. 
 
All additions to this fascinating debate welcome.  You can contact our actionline from now for 24 hours on 0800 044 044.  You can email intouch@bcc.co.uk., or you can go to the In Touch website from where you can also arrange to download editions of the programme, including tonight's. That's it, we've got Chris's cake to eat.  From me Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat, and the team, goodbye. 
 



